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And he knew he would be flattened.

Therefore, they have been avoiding and not fighting.

Everyone looked excited when they saw the gods in the laboratory bombarding the mountains on both
sides.

But gradually, the excitement on his face faded.

The expression freezes, and his face is puzzled.

Then it turned into shock and incredible…

It turned out to be under the continuous bombardment of five flying giant ships.

The red beam flooded the mountains on both sides.
To the naked eye, the mountains on both sides are being destroyed little by little.

The height keeps decreasing…

The towering and endless mountains on both sides gradually disappeared, and everyone was shocked.

The eyes are full of disbelief.

this……

this……I thought the enemy had been fooled!

Attracted the firepower!

Go to hit the mountains on both sides!

But what kind of weapon is this special?

Even the mountains on both sides have been flattened…

this……

It was shocking!

Unbelievable!

This weapon flattened such a long and high mountain…

powerful!

It’s really too strong!

The weapons of the kingdom of God are terrible!

“Rumble…”

In the earth-shaking shock, the mountains on both sides were really flattened.

There was an open space in front of him.

Even the sea water directly hit the past and turned into the sea…

unimaginable!

Simply let the world worship!

They kind of understand why they call themselves gods!

Seeing that the mountains were leveled up and down in the laboratory of the gods, all of them were
excited.

“This is the power of God! It can destroy the world! It can create the world!”

This absolute power brings them full confidence.

Let them have the majesty of God again!

“Although the mountains have been flattened, only 10% of the energy of the Star is left! It can only be
used as transportation and defense! Cannot attack!”

Several captains of the Star could not help but say.

Although it was shocking to flatten the mountains on both sides, the energy loss was too serious.

Half of the energy was lost this time!

As a result, the flying giant can no longer attack.

“Nothing! The effect of the Star Attack is here! Originally, we didn’t rely on the Star Attack!”

Mr. X has a calm face.

“Next attack! We will break this line of defense!”

The five stars stopped.

Countless powerful and equipped weapons came out from it.

Attack the front position.

…

the other side.

When seeing the five giant flying ships stop and some other flying vehicles move to the front.

Titan War God and the others already understood that Levi Garrison’s tactical plan had already achieved
miraculous effects.

All the weapons of these five giant spaceships were consumed.

This is success.

On their side, except for some weapons and equipment.

There is no extra loss at all!

In particular, there is no loss in the false position.

One is cut out of cardboard…

If the laboratory of the gods knew it, it would be alive and well.

Dummy fake weapons cut out of cardboard paper shells fooled them so much weapon energy?

“Brothers! We have to go on it personally next! The positive encounter is still coming!”

“But I have arranged it in accordance with the tactical plan ahead of time! I won’t start the fight blindly!”

…

The Titan God of War began to mobilize before the war, telling everyone to fight to the death.

The battle before him is extremely fierce.

“Start to meet the enemy!!!”

The Titan War God opened his posture to meet the enemy.

At this moment, the army of the Kingdom of God also came up.

The strong from both sides met in front and began to fight.

All kinds of weapons fired together to start the counterattack.

A war of the century has finally begun…

